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Abstract

The specification of requirements and tests are crucial activities in automotive devel-

opment projects. However, due to the increasing complexity of automotive systems,

practitioners fail to specify requirements and tests for distributed and evolving sys-

tems with complex interactions when following traditional development processes. To

address this research gap, we propose a technique that starts with the early iden-

tification of validation concerns from a stakeholder perspective, which we use to

systematically design tests that drive a scenario-basedmodeling andanalysis of system

requirements. To ensure complete and consistent requirements and test specifications

in a form that is required in automotive development projects, we develop a Model-

Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) methodology. This methodology supports system

architects and test designers in the collaborative application of our technique and

in maintaining a central system model, in order to automatically derive the required

specifications. We evaluate our methodology by applying it at KOSTAL (Tier1 sup-

plier) and within student projects as part of the masters program Embedded Systems

Engineering. Our study corroborates that our methodology is applicable and improves

existing requirements and test specification processes by supporting the integrated

and stakeholder-focused modeling of product and validation systems, where the early

definition of stakeholder and validation concerns fosters a problem-oriented, iterative

and test-driven requirements modeling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Connected vehicle systems communicate with changing and evolving

external systems, such as different types of charging infrastructures

or user devices.1 This leads to continuously changing requirements.

For example, a vehicle functionality may need to be synchronized

with feature updates of a smartphone app.2 For companies in com-

plex automotive development partnerships this leads to the challenge

that frequently changing stakeholder requirements, which express busi-

ness needs or business goals,must be compiled into high-quality system

requirements and system tests in an iterative system development.3 The

decomposition of stakeholder requirements to system requirements

is part of the requirements analysis phase as defined in automotive

standards,4–6 where the resulting artifact is the system requirements

specification. This specification is a key boundary document7 for subse-

quent system design and validation activities. The validation activities

in turn rely on test specifications as a result of the test design phase.5,8

Consequently, system requirements and test specifications determine

the subsequent system design and validation, and hence the overall

system quality. Moreover, they have a high impact on the collabo-

rative development of automotive systems across departments and

companies.3,7

1.2 Problem and previous work

Due to frequent changing stakeholder requirements, practitioners

increasingly fail to specify high-quality system requirements and

tests for complex automotive systems.3,9 We already addressed this

research gap in previous work and proposed an integrated and itera-

tive requirements analysis and test specification approach to support both

the analysis and specification of requirements and tests in an early

development phase10–14

Motivated by the test-driven development paradigm,15 this

approach is based on the idea that requirements modeling can be

driven by test cases to create immediate feedback in short iterations

and increase the applicability of formal requirements modeling in

practice. Instead of deriving test cases from system requirements

manually, we use existing stakeholder requirements to generate

acceptance tests that drive the modeling of system requirements.

We introduced this technique as test-driven scenario specification

(TDSS)11

We found that TDSS can increase requirements quality by automat-

ically identifying contradictions in automotive software requirements

in an early development phase.11 We also found that the auto-

mated test case design improves the existing manual test case design

process.10,14 In addition,we showed that the test case design andTDSS

can be combined in away that the resulting requirementsmodel is suit-

able to generateUnifiedModeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams

to automatically specify functional system requirements.14 Conse-

quently, our technique increases the quality of test and requirements

specifications and is suitable to document complex system interactions

already in the requirements analysis phase.10,11,14

1.3 Scope of this work

In our preceding work we considered an isolated development context

with a limited set of automotive system and component require-

ments. In practice, however, development iterations including the

definition and analysis of system requirements are triggered contin-

uously by changing stakeholder requirements.3 Consequently, since

requirements and test specifications act as communication interfaces

for the product development,7 it is necessary to also consider dif-

ferent stakeholders, their concerns, and the resulting impact on the

system requirements.

According to Albers et al.,16,17 validation is the connecting activity

in product development to align stakeholder concerns and the system

in development as well as to gain new knowledge about the system,

which must be recorded in the form of system requirements. Conse-

quently, validation should be performed continuously throughout the

development process and especially in the early development phase.18

Following this understanding of early and continuous validation,

we use aModel-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) methodology that

starts with the early definition of validation concerns based on exist-

ing stakeholder requirements and use-cases. In combination with our

TDSS technique, this allows us to verify if each stakeholder require-

ment is modeled sufficiently by one or more system requirements, and

to validate if the resulting system requirements specification fulfills

the identified validation and stakeholder concerns, respectively. In this

way, the specification of system requirements is continuously drivenby

validation concerns, and the current knowledge is documented in com-

plete and consistent requirements and test specifications, that can be

derived from a central systemmodel automatically.

1.4 Contributions

Following the design science research (DSR) paradigm19,20 and based

on our previous work,10,14,18 our results are composed as a new DSR

artifact which we applied at a Tier-1 supplier company. We make the

following contributions:

∙ As a first step, we identified relevant system elements necessary

to integrate the TDSS technique into an MBSE process. There-

fore, we focused on the integration of stakeholder concerns and

related stakeholder requirements to express business needs and

goals. In addition, we found that existing MBSE approaches (e.g.,

Holt and Perry21) must be extended to consider validation concerns

and their dependencies to the system in development sufficiently

(cf. Mandel et al.18). To address this, we propose an ontology (see

Figure 3) that integrates the concepts presented in ref. [18] for

a comprehensive and continuous validation system modeling. In

this way, the ontology supports both the modeling of stakeholder

concerns and the modeling of distributed validation environments
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WIECHER ET AL. 3

as used in the automotive industry. Consequently, we ensure that

the resulting test specification is suitable to validate the identified

stakeholder requirements.

∙ Second, based on our ontology, we consolidated specific viewpoints

and views to handle the system complexity and support system

architects and testdesigners in the focusedandcollaborative system

modeling, by editing specific subsets of the systemmodel depending

on the available information and situation within the development

project. The concrete modeling tasks are defined with a set of activ-

ities that integrate with our test-driven modeling technique (see

Figure 5). The results are implemented as anMBSE framework with

anMBSE tool.

∙ Finally, we evaluate our modeling and analysis technique with the

help of complex functionality of an on-board charger (OBC) control

unit22 for battery electric vehicles, to investigate if the result-

ing specifications fulfill the demands of automotive development

projects. We demonstrate that the MBSE methodology is suit-

able to process real-world stakeholder requirements. The proposed

method (Figure 5) supports an early structuring of stakeholder

requirements, which enables the definition of validation concerns

already in the requirements analysis phase. We found that this

explicit and early modeling of validation concerns in combination

with TDSS is suitable to provide an orientation for the model-

ing, analysis, and documentation task. Compared to the established

development process at the Tier-1 supplier company, we identified

that our technique is beneficial to plan distributed validation tasks

and align these tasks to specific validation goals. Our validation-

focused MBSE technique improves the state of practice for the

specification of system requirements and test.

1.5 Outline

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the rele-

vant context. In particular, we introduce the demands for requirements

and test specifications in automotive development projects. Section 3

introduces our TDSS technique and relatedwork on test-drivenmodel-

ing andMBSE techniques. ThedevelopedMBSEmethodology including

the ontology, viewpoint and views, and the specification method are

shown in Section 4. The evaluation is presented in Section 5. We

conclude in Section 6.

2 CONTEXT

2.1 Automotive ECU development

On a macro-level, automotive Electronic Control Unit (ECU) develop-

ment is structured according to the V-model23 and the quality of the

resulting artifacts is measured in stage-gate management processes24

to ensure that the developed systems comply with high quality and

safety demands. In practice, however, it is increasingly difficult to

follow this plan-driven development approach,25 since safety critical

automotive systems are increasingly interacting with external systems

(e.g., charging stations, smart home infrastructure) to provide an inte-

grated functionality.1,2 This is leading to frequent changing stakeholder

needs and related requirements updates, since the functionality of

the automotive system must be aligned with other systems devel-

oped independently in other organizations.26 As a result, automotive

companies try to adopt agile methods into plan-driven development

environments to decrease the response times on new stakeholder

needs.25 However, recent studies have shown that particularly the

specification of requirements and tests within a more iterative devel-

opment process is challenging, since the analysis and specification

are primarily carried out manually. Combined with frequent change

requests from various stakeholders, it becomes increasingly difficult to

provide complete and consistent specifications in the development of

complex systems.25,27

2.2 Requirements specification

The state of practice for the specification of ECU requirements is based

on top-down requirements decomposition approaches,28,29 where

stakeholder requirements are decomposed to system requirements

that in turn are linked and decomposed to subsystem and compo-

nent requirements. This corresponds to the system life cycle process

defined in ISO 15288 for systems and software engineering.30

Accordingly, stakeholder concerns can be seen as a starting point for

the development task. They comprise needs, wants, desires, expecta-

tions, and preconceived constraints of identified stakeholders.30 These

concerns are determined from the communication with external and

internal stakeholders.31

Basedon the stakeholder concerns and related stakeholder require-

ments specifications, the focus of this article is on the specification

and analysis of functional system requirements that must be col-

lected in a system requirements specification.30,31 The specification and

analysis of system requirements is part of automotive development

processes. These processes must include a requirements analysis

phase with the purpose to “(. . . ) transform the defined stakeholder

requirements into a set of system requirements that will guide the

design of the system”.5 As an outcome of this process, it is expected

that a system requirements specification is established, where the con-

taining requirements are analyzed for correctness and verifiability, and

that consistency and bidirectional traceability between system and

stakeholder requirements are ensured.5

Although many different attempts have been made to support this

early requirements analysis phase through formal and model-based

techniques (e.g., Holtmann32 and Greenyer et al.33), the analysis of

functional requirements is still a predominantly manual process.9

2.3 Test specification

In automotive development projects, requirements-based testing is

the predominant activity to ensure that a test object (e.g., ECU, or
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4 WIECHER ET AL.

intermediate stages of partially integrated systems) is compliant with

a test basis (e.g., system requirements specification).8,34

The key boundary document for the testing activities is the test spec-

ification, which acts as a communication interface between different

roles across companies and departments. This test specification is a

completedocumentationof the test design, including test cases and the

test procedures for a specific test object.35

The specification itself is created by test designers. Subsequently,

testers can be seen as consumers that use the test specification as

a basis for the implementation of test automation scripts, or to per-

form manual tests.8 Thereby, the implementation highly depends on

specific test environments which must be constantly aligned with the

development progress of the test object.18 In this article, the term test

environment is used to describe hardware, instrumentations, simula-

tors, software tools, and other support elements needed to conduct a

test.17,34

Based on a given test environment, it is necessary that the test

cases are suitable to test the interaction of system items and that the

results are recorded, where a consistency and bidirectional traceabil-

ity between the system architectural design and the test cases, and

between the test cases and test results is established.5

2.4 Motivating example

As outlined in ref. [1], e-mobility systems will be composed by a large

number of battery electric vehicles, smart charging stations, and infor-

mation systems that interlink the electricity and mobility sector. To

describe these emerging systems, a system of systems (SoS) perspec-

tive can be suitable,36 where systems are developed independently in

different organizations, but provide an integrated functionality.

For the development of single systems and their subsystems (e.g,

battery electric vehicles, ECUs), this SoS context including evolv-

ing interacting systems is especially challenging for the previously

introduced requirements analysis and test specification phases of

automotive development projects.37–39 The system developer (Tier 1

supplier in the context of this work)must be supported in themodeling

tasks to iteratively respond to changing stakeholder requirements and

deliver complete and consistent specifications.

For example, Figure 1 outlines a battery electric vehicle includ-

ing several ECUs required to realize a charging functionality in an

SoS context. One central ECU is the OBC that converts AC voltage

from the grid into DC voltage of the vehicle’s battery.22 To satisfy the

needs of a global market, it is necessary to support efficient charging

at different power grids in different regions (e.g., three-phase 11 kW

grids in Europe, or single phase charging at 7.2 kW in China). In addi-

tion, different charging standards (e.g., CHAdeMO,40 ChineseGB/TDC

standard41) must be supported.

This requires that a high technical complexity must be considered

in the requirements analysis phase, and that test specifications exists

that are suitable to automate tests on validation environments that

consider these different types of hardware and software environments

and standards.

F IGURE 1 OBC as a system in development in an e-mobility
system of systems context. OBC, on-board charger.

Based on this technical background, we use the concrete function

timer-charging to evaluate our approach in Section 5. This function

extends the basic charging functionality of the vehicle to allow users

to configure properties like the expected state of charge (SOC) that

shall be reached at a specific time. Therefore, the OBC of the bat-

tery electric vehicle communicates with internal (Human Machine

Interface (HMI) control unit) or external (smartphone app) user inter-

faces and processes the user input depending on the current charging

environment.

3 FOUNDATIONS AND RELATED WORK

3.1 Test-driven modeling

Originally introduced in software development, test-driven develop-

ment aims to shift quality assurance from reactive to proactive work

to support the development of reliable software in a short iterations.15

Following the red/green/refactor mantra, the implementation of a new

functionality starts with writing a test which is expected to fail initially

or which even does not compile (red). The second step covers every-

thing what needs to be done to get this test working (green), which can

be adapted in the third step, for example, by deleting overlaps caused

by themere execution of the test (refactor).15

Based on positive findings in the application of test-driven devel-

opment, for example, with respect to error rate, productivity and test

frequency,42 several approaches emerged to use this principle also for

modeling tasks.43–45

Although test-driven development in combination with require-

ments modeling seems to be a promising approach to support the

requirements analysis in automotive development projects, the related

work44,45 does not consider a systematic specification of tests to be

used to drive the modeling. In addition, since these contributions rely

on scenario-based modeling, addressing the sampling and coverage

concern46 is necessary but not covered sufficiently.

Consequently, we integrate the systematic test case specification

and scenario-based modeling technique introduced in our previous

work10,14 with the newly developed MBSE technique in this project.

This supports the system architect and test designer to identify when
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WIECHER ET AL. 5

F IGURE 2 TDSS requirements using the scenario-basedmodeling
language for Kotlin.11 TDSS, test-driven scenario specification.

a representative set of requirements is modeled for a current prob-

lem/stakeholder concern (sampling), and if an adequate set of test

scenarios exists for requirements validation (coverage).

3.2 Test-driven scenario specification

To handle complexity and to foster a common system understand-

ing, scenarios are seen as beneficial for requirements engineering and

system validation tasks.46,47 Therefore, in this work, we use scenario-

based techniques for systems and requirementsmodeling. For systems

modeling, we use scenarios to decompose use-cases, structure stake-

holder requirements, and identify stakeholder and validation concerns.

For requirements modeling we apply the scenario modeling language

for Kotlin (cf. Greenyer48) to automatically analyze and document

functional system requirements.

To support practitioners in the application of this formal require-

ments modeling task, we introduced the TDSS technique11 to itera-

tively model single requirements driven by tests, where the ability to

immediately test the modeled requirements brings high confidence

and a feeling of control to the requirements specification and analysis

phase.11

The TDSS process is illustrated in Figure 2. It starts with writ-

ing a new test case, which is then executed in the second step. If

this test case fails, the formal specification of the system require-

ments is to be adjusted in the third step. Subsequently, the new test

case, along with all test cases from previous iterations, is executed.

This clarifies whether the new system requirement has been correctly

formalized and whether there are any functional dependencies with

existing requirements. If all test cases are successfully executed in this

step, the process concludeswith cleaning up the created specifications.

3.3 Model-based systems engineering

MBSE is regarded as a promising approach to managing system

complexity and overcoming challenges in product engineering.49 As

described by Walden et al., MBSE is the formalized application of

modeling to support engineering activities such as verification and val-

idation over the whole product lifecycle.31 The goal of MBSE is to

replace the multitude of independent documents used in engineering

(e.g., system description documents, requirements and test specifica-

tions etc.) by a central system model.31 In order to develop system

models, different methods and methodologies can be used.50–52 They

often comprise a processmodel and activities to achieve a certain goal.

The methods can be divided into generic methods, but also language-

or tool-specific methods (cf. Weilkiens et al.51). Although extensive

work has been done in the field of architectural modeling inMBSE, the

respondents of various studies still see validation and verification as a

major challenge that has not been covered comprehensively.38,53

As mentioned by Husung et al.,54 different use cases, such as the

definition of verification and validation criteria should be supported

using systems modeling. Currently only a few approaches, such as

the SPES XT modeling framework55 or the object-process framework

by Langford,56 include uses cases for verification and validation in

MBSE modeling. While the SPES XT modeling framework provides

a generic input on how to support validation activities in an archi-

tecture model, the framework does not support specific artifacts

and viewpoints for the continuous support of verification and valida-

tion. The object-process framework56 on the other hand focuses on

process-related aspects without providing an ontology to formalize

information. Another approach that addresses validation in systems

modeling is proposed by Lindeman et al.57 However, this Framework

does not specify methods, viewpoints, guidelines and so forth, to build

up and use a systemmodel in the understanding ofMBSE.

Although a few concepts exist, there is a need for action in the use of

an integrated system model for early and continuous support for test

planning and analysis in product development. Especially the detailed

system information consolidated in a systemmodel is useful in the area

of validation planning. For example context information, as mentioned

by Pohl et al.,55 or the detailed interface specification that are spec-

ified in the structural models can be used to plan test environments.

Therefore, in this paperwe specifically consider verification and valida-

tion as part of an integrated MBSE approach, which is based on MBSE

concepts as described by Holt and Perry.21 Accordingly, our MBSE

approach consists of three aspects:

∙ Ontology, for the definition of relevant terms and concepts used for

modeling as well as their dependencies.

∙ Viewpoints and Views, focusing on specific subsets of the defined

ontology anddefining consistent sections thereof basedonconcerns

of stakeholders of theMBSE approach.

∙ (Architecture) Framework, assembling and arranging relevant view-

points and the ontology for a given application of the MBSE

approach.

In addition, a complementary method describing how to perform

modeling based on the framework is required. This will ensure a con-

sistent system model is created, which will enable full traceability

capabilities across the architecture and validation artifacts.

4 MODEL-BASED ANALYSIS AND
SPECIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
AND TESTS

Therefore, in this section,wepresent the three aspects: ontology, view-

points and views, and a specification method for the application of the

MBSE approach.
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6 WIECHER ET AL.

F IGURE 3 Excerpt from the ontology developed in theMoSyS research project.

4.1 Ontology for test-driven analysis of
requirements

Holt and Perry21 describe a general MBSE ontology. However, the

described ontology does not comprehensively enough cover elements

for modeling of verification and validation aspects as needed for the

goal of this work. Mandel et al. specifically investigate relevant ele-

ments for thedescriptionof verification andvalidation activities aswell

as their relations to define a (sub-) ontology for an MBSE approach.18

This ontology is taken as a basis and is further specified in the BMBF-

funded research projectMoSyS. Relevant parts of theMoSyS ontology

are used for the approach in this work.

An excerpt of the used ontology is shown in Figure 3. We separate

the single elements of the ontology in the sections Problem Space, Prod-

uct, and Validation System. The central part within the problem space

are stakeholder requirements, that are the starting point for sysetms

engineering activities from a Tier1 supplier perspective and for our

specification method (see Section 4.3). These stakeholder require-

ments can be provided by external stakeholders like OEMs, or internal

stakeholders, for example, functional safety, quality, and production

managers, where the resulting stakeholder requirements are based on

specific stakeholder concerns. To support a context modeling, we con-

sider interacting systems fromwhich, in interactionwith the stakeholders,

use cases can be derived. The use cases in turn can be concretized by

application scenarios. The information of the modeling within the prob-

lemspace is linked to validation concerns tomodel,where in theproblem

space knowledge gaps exists, that need to be resolved by appropriate

validation activities. The dashed lines indicate that validation concerns

are part of the validation system.

The ontology elements for the product modeling are based on

established MBSE approaches (e.g., refs. [21, 50, 51, 55]), where sys-

tem requirements are derived from stakeholder requirements. The

system requirements in turn are used to model the functional archi-

tecture and eventually the logical architecture. Within this article, we

consider system requirements and functions as possible sources of

validation concerns.

The ontology elements of the validation system are essential for our

test-driven modeling and analysis approach. The starting point within

the validation space are the validation concerns, derived from the

problem and solution space. The validation concerns are operational-

ized through validation goals. To create a link from abstract validation

goals to concrete test cases, we use test scenarios as a binding ele-

ment. The element test in turn is a composition of test environment

and test case. The test case leads to a test result and the test environ-

ment is composed of test environment objects, which can be derived

from the logical architecture and the systemcontext of the product and

problem space, respectively. This structure supports the alignment of

modeling activities to conduct a test specification as required in auto-

motive development projects, since the validation concern element is

traceably linked to the elements from the problem space and product

architecture. Accordingly, we can trace back the elements of the val-

idation system based on their connection to the validation concern.

This enables the implementation of specific viewpoints and views for

test-drivenmodeling and analysis.

4.2 Viewpoints and views

Viewpoints can be understood as “filters” to show representations of

a system model for sub-sets of the developed ontology (see Figure 3).

In addition, each viewpoint is a blueprint to create one or more

specific views in a (software) implementation of the model. The
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WIECHER ET AL. 7

F IGURE 4 Viewpoints to describe the validation system.

viewpoints/views are used to structure the system model. Each view-

point can be used in a variety of modeling activities of the specification

method (see Section 4.3). The viewpoints we applied within this arti-

cle focus on the validation system modeling. In addition, viewpoints

for modeling the problem space and the product are included. The

viewpoints are arranged in a framework of seven layers as shown in

Figure 4, where the uppermost layer includes viewpoints for problem

space modeling, the lowest layer covers viewpoints for product mod-

eling and the remaining layers cover viewpoints for modeling of the

validation system. Each layer contains one or more viewpoints:

∙ System context and use cases (problem space) supports the mod-

eling of use cases and application scenarios from a stakeholder

perspective, where each use case is based on a specific stakeholder

concern. In addition, the alignment of stakeholder requirements to

the defined application scenarios and context modeling of the sys-

tem in development is supported. Context systems interacting with

the system in development via interfaces on the system boundary

aremodeled using the context viewpoint.

∙ Validation concerns (validation system) contains one viewpoint to

define validation concerns based on the modeling activities within

the problem space, and one viewpoint to provide an overview of

all defined validation concerns including the addressed ontology

elements.

∙ Validation goals and tests (validation system) contains a viewpoint

to concretize the list of validation concerns with specific validation

goals and related test scenarios. In addition one viewpoint includes

all relevant requirements and system elements that are related to a

validation goal.

∙ Test cases (validation system) contains a viewpoint to support

the definition/generation of test cases based on given stakeholder

requirements and defined validation goals.

∙ Test environments (validation system) contains the viewpoints to

define test environments and model the containing test environ-

ment objects. In addition this layer contains a viewpoint to support

the assignment of tests to specific test environments.

∙ Test results (validation system) contains viewpoints to derive the

specifications for the implementation and execution of test cases

and test scenarios for the requirements verification and validation.

∙ System elements (product) is used to add system requirements,

functions, and logical system elements to the system model, as a

result of the test-drivenmodeling.

4.3 Specification method

Figure 5 presents an overview of the developed method, comprising

11 individually consistent modeling activities. The goal of the method

is to support system architects and test designers in the iterative and

integrated development of complete and consistent requirements- and

test specifications, that can be used as a basis for the detailed design of

the product and the related validation systems. The modeling method

integrates TDSS and themodelingmethod according toMandel et al.18

to support an early and continuous definition of test cases as well as

the specification of requirements. Based on the ontology (Section 4.1)

we propose threemethodical blockswith different scopes:modeling of

the problem space, modeling of the validation system, and modeling of

the product.

The arrangement of these methodical blocks is motivated by two

aspects. First, the system requirements and test specification tasks

in automotive development projects are triggered by changing stake-

holder concerns.3 Consequently, the subsequent activities for the

validation system modeling in I2 are triggered and defined by chang-

ing system contexts, use-cases, and stakeholder requirements captured in

I1. Second, the method builds on the idea of test-driven modeling11,43

and integrates it with the concept of a continuous validation as a

central development activity to create knowledge about the system

in development.16–18 Accordingly, we capture changing stakeholder

information in I1, derive validation concerns in I2, and use this informa-

tion to consolidate tests in order todrive the formalmodelingof system

requirements in I3.

Specifically, in I2, we derive validation concerns based on stakeholder

use-cases and stakeholder requirements, but considering that system

requirements and other information from previous development iter-

ations may already exist, this information can also lead to validation

concerns (see the dependencies in Figure 3). The defined validation

concerns are the basis to consolidate validation goals and tests. This

activity supports the planning of validation tasks by addressing two

challenges in complex development projects. First, what shall be vali-

dated in the upcoming development iteration? And second, where and

with which resources should this be validated? In complex scenarios it

is necessary to set a focus for the validation, which we do by assigning

concrete validation goals to the list of all identified validation con-

cerns. And since the validation activities are usually distributed across

departments and companies, it is important to consolidate on which
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8 WIECHER ET AL.

F IGURE 5 Integrated product and validation systemmodeling to obtain consistent and complete requirements and test specifications based
on stakeholder and validation concerns.

test environments which test cases should be executed. In this activ-

ity, this is supported by the ontology element test that binds a test

case with a related test result to a test environment (see the validation

system part of the ontology in Section. 4.1). If the existing test environ-

ments are not sufficient to fulfill the consolidated validation goal, the

activitymodeling of test environments can be used to extend or add new

test environments.

These three activities in I2 are the foundation to execute the TDSS

technique, in order to drive the modeling of system requirements and

to automatically analyze if the specified system behavior corresponds

to the stakeholder requirements. This is organized in a verification

and validation path. In the verification path we execute the TDSS

technique as introduced in Section 3.2. As part of TDSS, we gener-

ate test cases for each stakeholder requirement that is relevant for

the current development iteration. In this way, we ensure that each

stakeholder requirement is verified by the right number of test cases

(cf. [10]) within the requirements verification activity. As a result of

the activity model system requirements driven by tests, we get a formal

scenario-based requirements model. Subsequently, we use the valida-

tion path to investigate if the current validation goal is reached with

the current implementation status of system requirements. For this

requirements validationwe simulate the system requirements driven by

test scenarios that are aligned to the validation goal (see Section 4.1).1

The execution of the individual modeling activities can be done

sequentially from I1 to I3, but also in a different order depending on the

1 For details regarding the requirements modeling language please refer to refs. [11, 14, 48].

currently available information and situation within the development

project. Each modeling activity is linked to selected viewpoints from

the overview in Figure 4 that support the analysis and syntheses for

themodeling activity.Onone hand, the use of iteratively reusablemod-

eling activities can provide users with an intuitive and flexible means

of modeling according to their specific problem situation. On the other

hand, the ontology, viewpoints, and framework provide a structure for

the created systemmodels that can be reused across multiple projects

and support users in navigating themodels.

As result of the proposed approach, we iteratively add artifacts

(a.o., test cases, test results, test scenarios, requirements) to our

central system model, where the individual modeling activities are

supported by the views and viewpoints introduced in Section 4.2,

and the single artifacts are related to each other according to the

ontology introduced in 4.1. As a key result of our approach, this

allows us to derive complete and consistent requirements and test

specification from the system model as shown in Figure 11 and

Figure 12.

5 APPLICATION AND EVALUATION

5.1 Overview

Figure 6 shows the individual steps we conducted to evaluate our

approach. Within the MoSyS research project, we implemented the

ontology and the consolidated viewpoints and views with the MBSE
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WIECHER ET AL. 9

F IGURE 6 Implementation, application and evaluation of the
proposed technique.

F IGURE 7 Implementation of the central entry point for modeling
activities in iQUAVIS.

tool iQUAVIS2. Subsequently, we built a modeling framework accord-

ing to the concepts introduced in Section 4. To support system

architects and test designers in performing the proposedmethod (Sec-

tion4.3), we implemented a central entry point fromwhich allmodeling

activities can be accessed (see Figure 7). Each activity contains links

to the defined system views (see Figure 4) that are needed for the

respectivemodeling task.3

The evaluation is based on two elements:

First, we applied our approach at our industry partner. To make

the application reproducible, we describe the individual steps in the

2 https://www.isidsea.co.th/iquavis
3 Figure 6 includes links to the used tools to reproduce our results. The tools for the require-

ments modeling and analysis are publicly available. iQUAVIS is not publicly available, but

following the description in Section 4 and the proposed ontology in Figure 3 otherMBSE tools

(e.g., Cameo SystemsModeler - cf. [18]) can be used to apply the proposed methodology. A list

of additional tools can be found at: https://mbse4u.com/sysml-tools

form of awalk-through that follows the individual steps of ourmethod.

The results were discussed with experts at our industry partner and

recordedwith the help of an online survey.

Second, we applied our approach within student projects that took

place in the summer term2022at dortmund university of applied sciences

and arts as part of the masters program embedded systems engineering4

(2nd semester). At the end of the student projects we conducted an

online survey to record the applicability.

The two elements of the evaluation highlight different aspects. The

walk-through is the foundation to discuss our approachwith experts at

our industry partner. We used real-world requirements of a complex

functionality to get reasonable feedback, for example, on problem ori-

entation and modeling depth. The walk-through was conducted by the

authors of this work. In contrast, the student projects focus on smaller

examples, but highlight the applicability of our approach by students

with lessMBSE experience. In this way, both the perspective of experts

with extensive experience in systemdevelopment andnoviceswith less

experience can be captured.

This evaluation framework was considered important because

although experts in the industry provided valuable feedback based

on the walk-through, their input relied on the documented applica-

tion of the MBSE approach. The experts didn’t independently devise

the solutions. However, to ensure that the approach is applicable

by third parties, the student projects and the feedback gathered

there were crucial. This allows the relevance and applicability to be

demonstrated.

5.2 Walkthrough

For thewalk-through at our industry partner we startedwith a dataset

of 67 stakeholder requirements. This set of stakeholder requirements

was also the starting point for the development of the timer-charging

function (introduced in Section 2.4) following the established devel-

opment process at the case company. The majority of the available

requirements were functional requirements (57). We identified four

architectural and quality requirements, for example, the tolerance

time of different clock values, or specific components that shall be

considered in the architectural design were specified. In addition, six

requirements specified concrete interfaces to components that were

developed at external development partners.

5.2.1 Problem space modeling

We started the application of our method with the modeling activi-

ties within the problem space. First, we scanned the 67 stakeholder

requirements thatwere provided by oneOEM to identify use-cases for

the system in development. This activity was supported by the system

view use cases and application scenarios that was implemented as a tree

structure diagram as shown in Figure 8.

4 https://www.fh-dortmund.de/en/programs/embedded-systems-engineering-master.php
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10 WIECHER ET AL.

F IGURE 8 System view to define use cases and application
scenarios based on stakeholder concerns.

F IGURE 9 Context diagram including the user, interacting
systems, and the system in development.

As a result, we identified the stakeholder concern: as a user I want

to configure the SOC that shall be reached at a certain time, which

we assigned to the use-case: the user configures SOC and departure

time on an HMI. Based on the information given from the 67 stake-

holder requirements, we identified eight application scenarios which

we linked to the use case. In addition to the scenario that describes a

user interaction with the HMI, the identified scenarios also consider

how to handle implausible data and errors in the power supply of the

ECU. A more comprehensive scenario describes how implausible data

leads to a deactivation of the timer-charging functionality that can be

reactivated under specific constraints (self-healing). As a result of the

activitiesmodel stakeholder and use-cases andmodel stakeholder require-

ments, we were able to link all 67 stakeholder requirements to at least

one application scenario.

Based on the identified use-case, we executed the activity model

system context to identify and model all interacting systems that are

required for the identified use-case and the connected application sce-

narios.We identified theOBC as the system in development, and a user

interface, a gateway control unit, and a power supply control unit as inter-

acting systems, which we added to the system model using a context

diagram in iQUAVIS as shown in Figure 9.

5.2.2 Validation system modeling

As an entry point for the validation system modeling, we used the

resulting tree structure diagrams from the problem space modeling

to define validation concerns and create links between these valida-

tion concerns and elements within the problem space. As a result of

the activity derive validation concerns, we were able to derive the view

shown in Figure 10 from our system model. This view automatically

lists all identified validation concerns (e.g., activation of the timer charg-

ing function) from the model and shows elements that are related, that

is, linked in the model, to this concern. Specifically, we defined that

the validation concerns can directly be rooted to one application sce-

nario and two stakeholder requirements. In addition, the view shows

that more stakeholder requirements are related to the addressed

application scenario but not directly linked to the validation concern.

Consequently, these requirements were shown as potentially relevant.

In addition to the addressed elements and potential relevant elements,

the view also includes test results from previous iterations, that can be

consideredwhen defining new validation concerns.

With the information summarized in the validation concerns

overview (Figure 10)we entered the activity consolidate validation goals

and tests to arrive at concrete test cases and to define how these test

cases contribute to specific validation goals. By applying the test case

generation technique introduced in previous work,10,14 we generated

111 test cases based on the 57 functional requirements and added

these test cases to our systemmodel by using a tree structure diagram.

The aim of this activity was to ensure that each stakeholder require-

ment is addressed by the right amount of test cases. Consequently, we

took each requirement and generated the test cases without focusing

on dependencies between requirements. Subsequently, we combined

the available test cases to define test scenarios that considered causal

dependencies between single test cases and in this way addressed

specific validation goals.

In addition to the definition of tests and validation goals, we

explicitly modeled on which environments the tests should be exe-

cuted by entering the activity model test environments. At the case

company, the timer-charging function was validated on two test envi-

ronments that were operated in two different departments. The first

test environment was used for software integration testing and the

second environment was used for system integration testing (cf. to

the ASPICE processes SWE.5 and SYS.4 – see background informa-

tion in Section 2.3). The test environments are in turn composed of

test environment objects (see Figure 3), which we used to model specific

resources (e.g., debug- or CAN interfaces). With this information we

were able to link the different test environments to the already defined

tests. Specifically, one test case required to read back the clock time

that was written to the hardware-timer, which is only possible with

access to internal ECU data. Therefore, we connected the correspond-

ing test to the test environment for software integration testing, which

included the test environment object debug-interface, necessary to read

the internal data.

With executing the activity consolidate validation goals and tests and

model test environments, we created the foundation for the activities

requirements verification and requirements validation. These activities

were based on two separate views, which we derived from our system

model automatically. We used both views for the test-driven model-

ing of system requirements. As a first step we used the view shown

in Figure 11 to model each test case and run the TDSS process (see

Section 3.2).

In thisway,wewereable tomodel all functional requirementsdriven

by test cases, where the overview in Figure 11 includes the stakeholder

requirements (e.g., @req TM_710) whichwe used for the test case gen-
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WIECHER ET AL. 11

Validation Concern
Addressed Elements Relevant

Requirements Test Results
Name Type Name Type

activation of the timer
charging function

the user requests
timer-charging.
Subsequently the
SOC and the
departure time is
transmitted to the
OBC control unit

Szenario

@req TM_708 Stakeholderanforderung not operated

@req TM_710 Stakeholderanforderung not operated

@req TM_770 not operated

@req TM_712 not operated

@req TM_713 not operated

@req TM_714 not operated

@req TM_715 not operated

@req TM_775 not operated

@req TM_716 not operated

@req TM_717 not operated

@req TM_776 not operated

F IGURE 10 Validation concerns overview including addressed and relevant system elements and test results from previous iterations.

Test

Requirement
System

Requirement

Test Case
Test

Environment Test Result
ID Text ID Description

@test TM_708 @req TM_708

After the customer has activated
the timer charging function and set
the destination SOC and the
departure time, the software of the
OBC shall transmit this data to the
application

SMLK TM_708.1 @test-case
TM708.1

activate timer charging,
set destination SOC, set
departure time. The data
is transmitted to the
application

SysIT passed

SMLK TM_708.2 @test-case
TM708.2

don't activate timer
charging, set destination
SOC, set departure time.
The data is not
transmitted to the
application

passed

SMLK TM 708.3 @test-case
TM708.3

activate timer charging,
don't set destination
SOC, set departure time.
The data is not
transmitted to the
application

passed

SMLK TM 708.4 @test-case
TM708.4

activate timer charging,
set destination SOC,
don't set departure time.
The data is not
transmitted to the
application

passed

@test TM_710 @req TM_710

The software of the OBC must set
the clock time of the Hardware-
Timer to the time contained in the
CAN message
"CanMessageTimerCharging" when
triggered by the signal
"TimerChargingRequest"

SMLK TM 710.1 @test-case
TM710.1

set
TimerChargingRequest.
Clock time is set.

SwIT passed

SMLK TM 710.2 @test-case
TM710.2

don't set
TimerChargingRequest.
Clock time is not set.

passed

F IGURE 11 Overview derived from the systemmodel containing all test cases for each stakeholder requirement with the related test
environments and test results.

eration (e.g., @test case TM710.1), and the related system requirement

as a result of our test-drivenmodeling (e.g., SMLK TM710.1). Together

with the linked test results we were able to document that the current

stateof the systemrequirements specification covers each stakeholder

requirement and that each stakeholder requirement is verified.

To additionally answer the question if the previously created spec-

ification was suitable to fulfill the validation goals, we executed the

activity requirements validation based on the view shown in Figure 12.

According to the list of all identified validation concerns, this viewspec-

ified concrete validation goals and their dependencies. For example, for

the first goal it was requested that the user can set the SOC and the

departure time. To reach this goal we defined one test scenario com-

posed of two test cases, that we already modeled in the requirements

verification activity. Depending on the first goal, we specified that the

plausibility of the clock time can be checked as a second goal. And

a third goal specified that if the plausibility check fails, a self-healing
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12 WIECHER ET AL.

Validation Goal Test Scenario Test Test Cases Test 
Environment Test Result

User can set SOC and  
departure time

The plausibility of  
the clock time can  
be checked

The OBC can repair a  
deactivated timer-
charging function

self-healing @testTM_712 @test-case  
TM712.1 SwIT passed

plausibility check

@testTM_770 @test-case  
TM_770.3 SwIT not operated

@test TM_770 @test-case  
TM770.1 SwIT passed

user activates the  
timer charging  
function

@test TM_708 @test-case  
TM708.1 SysIT passed

@test TM_710 @test-case  
TM710.1 SwIT passed

F IGURE 12 Validation goals that are derived from initially defined list of validation concerns.With the help of test scenarios, validation goals
are linked to concrete test cases.

functionality can repair the deactivated timer-charging function. Con-

sequently, with the resulting structure as shown in Figure 12, we were

able to identifywhich test cases contribute to the respective validation

goal. For the requirements validation, we triggered the previously cre-

ated scenario specification with the test scenarios that were linked to

the consolidated validation goals. In this way we were able to demon-

strate if the implemented systems requirements are sufficient to fulfill

the validation goals.

5.3 Expert feedback

To conduct the expert feedback, we used the previously described

walkthrough and elaborated the outcome with two senior managers

that were involved in the development of the timer-charging function

following the traditional development process. The expert feedback

was structured with the help of a semi-structured interview. This

interview was based on related work that investigates the accep-

tance of MBSE approaches in general. The different categories of the

questionnaire are based on Mandel et al.58 Basically, we divided the

questions into two categories (cf. ref. [59]). The first category deals

with individual acceptance of our approach, and the second category

includes topics that indicate organizational acceptance. For both the

individual and organizational acceptance, our questions are based on

sub-categories that were identified by related work and can be seen as

fields of action to investigate the acceptance when developing MBSE

methods.58 Table 1 provides an overview of all sub-categories and the

related work fromwhich these categories are derived.

5.4 Student projects and online survey

In addition to the application at our industry partner, we applied our

technique within three student projects. As part of the masters pro-

gram embedded systems engineering at dortmund university of applied

sciences and arts, 11 students worked on three projects for 1 week.

These projects were coordinated with two industry partners (Kostal,

TABLE 1 Identified categories to structure the online-survey and
the expert interviews, adapted fromMandel et al.58

Category – individual acceptance Derived from

Perceived performance of individual users 38, 59–62

Intuitiveness of applicability 59

Flexibility and adaptability of the

methodology

38, 59, 61, 63, 64

Usability of themodeling tool 38, 59, 61–63, 65

Target vision andmodeling procedure clear

for users

38, 63, 64

Appropriate level of formalization and

ontology to support (and not hinder)

communication among users

61, 65, 66

Category – organizational acceptance Derived from

(Monetary) benefit-cost/effort ratio of

applying themethodology

38, 59–61, 63

Teach- and learnability of themethodology 59, 61, 67, 68

Reusability and extendibility of themethod

and createdmodels

59, 63

Problem orientation/support in modeling

the problem space

53, 66

Two-Pillars). At the beginning of the week, the students defined the

individual projects and the project goals together with Kostal. In

addition, TwoPillars provided an introduction to the modeling tool

iQUAVIS. The modeling approach was introduced with the help of the

example introduced in Section 2.4 and the previously described walk-

through. The complete week was structured in five milestones with

presentations and discussions at the end of each day. At the end of day

1, the students presented their individual project outlines, the focus of

day 2 was on problem space modeling (I1 in Figure 5), and days 3 and 4

focused on the test-driven requirements modeling and analysis (I2 and

I3 in Figure 5). The last day was used for the final presentations and to

conduct the online survey.
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WIECHER ET AL. 13

TABLE 2 Results from the online survey. For each statement, the table shows the number of responses for a choice from 1 (do not agree) to 4
(fully agree).

Identified category Derived statement

1 (Do not

agree) 2 3

4 (Fully

agree)

Perceived performance of

individual users

I recognize an added value ofMBSE for my project 0 0 5 (4 s, 1 e) 8 (7 s, 1e)

The providedmethodology helps me to navigate to the exact

views/activities whereMBSE can be helpful in my project

0 0 4 (2 s, 2 e) 9 (9 s)

Intuitiveness of

applicability

The developed training concept and the application of the

framework help to find a quick start intomodeling

0 0 4 (4 s) 7 (7 s)

With themethodology used, I can quickly and specifically find

themodeling activities and diagrams that are relevant to

mymodeling purpose/problem

0 0 6 (4 s, 2 e) 7 (7 s)

Flexibility and adaptability

of themethodology

Themodeling activities can be performed flexibly/iteratively

without following a strict waterfall process, thus

supporting a goal-orientedmodeling

0 0 5 (3 s, 2 e) 8 (8 s)

Usability of themodeling

tool

By using the provided template and the depictions of the

framework, the navigation in the software tool is made

easier

0 0 4 (3 s, 1 e) 8 (8 s)

In the provided template and software tool, all functions

needed for modeling in my project are explained and can be

usedwithout extensive training

0 3 (3 s) 7 (6 s, 1 e) 2 (2 s)

Appropriate level of

formalization and

ontology to support (and

not hinder)

communication among

users

Themodel can be used for communication in the team 0 0 6 (5 s, 1 e) 7 (6 s, 1 e)

Themodel can be used to communicate with external

development partners (supervisor at milestones)

0 1 (1 s) 4 (3 s, 1 e) 8 (7 s, 1 e)

Modeling with given elements (from the ontology) supports

unambiguousmodeling and unambiguous communication

in the team

0 0 5 (5 s) 6 (6 s)

The applied scenario-basedmodeling has fostered

coordination on expected system behavior within the team

0 0 6 (4 s, 2 e) 7 (7 s)

Problem orientation and

modeling depth

The test-drivenmodeling and the elements of the validation

system (e.g., validation goals) were helpful to decide what

needs to bemodeled and to which extend

0 0 3 (2 s, 1 e) 10 (9 s, 1e)

When following the test-drivenmodeling, the resulting

sequence diagrams specified our systems requirements

sufficiently and addressed the identified problem

0 0 2 (2 s) 10 (9 s, 1 e)

Benefit-cost/effort ratio of

applying the

methodology

By targeted guidance tomodeling activities and viewpoints

through themethodology, modeling effort can be kept

reasonable in relation to the overall project

0 1 (1s) 5 (3 s, 2 e) 7 (7 s)

Teach- and learnability of

themethodology

The structure of the training is well comprehensible 0 1 (1s) 7 (6 s, 1 e) 4 (4 s)

Reusability and

extendibility of the

method and created

models

The application of themethod is not limited to a specific

project, it can be applied to different projects

0 0 6 (4 s, 2 e) 7 (7 s)

The structure of themethodology (problem space, validation

system, product) supports the reuse of the createdmodel

elements in subsequent development projects

0 0 5 (4 s, 1 e) 7 (7 s)

Note: In the parentheses, a distinction is made between the responses of the students (s) and the experts (e).

Abbreviation:MBSE, model-based systems engineering).

5.5 Survey results

To capture the feedback from the expert interviews and from the stu-

dent projects, we provided statements for each identified category,

where the respondents could make a choice in the range of one (do not

agree) and four (fully agree). The results are summarized in Table 2. The

feedback for each category is discussed subsequently.

5.5.1 Perceived performance of individual users

Both the students and the experts reported that they see an added

value of our methodology for their projects. However, based on

the previously described walk-through, the experts stated that the

added value depends on the project size. Although the central entry

point (Figure 7) and the identified views and activities were seen as
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14 WIECHER ET AL.

supportive to guide the modeling tasks, for small projects it may be to

much effort. Nevertheless if multiple validation systems and complex

functionalities are involved, they fully agree that the application of the

methodology is beneficial.

The students stated that the structuring of the activities and the

associated views were helpful to directly start modeling a current

problemwhile keeping the overall model in mind.

5.5.2 Intuitiveness of applicability

The students agreed that with the provided training (introduction by

the tool vendor – Two Pillars, and an introduction of the methodol-

ogy based on an example from the industry partner – Kostal, combined

withdiscussions at definedmilestones) they foundaquick start into the

modeling by addressing their individual technical problems.

Since the two experts were not directly involved in the student

projects and their opinion is based on experiences from the walk-

through, they could say little about the intuitiveness of applicability.

However, they agreed that with the methodology it is easier to find

the required modeling activity and diagram, compared with existing

approaches at the case company.

5.5.3 Flexibility and adaptability of the
methodology

Regarding the flexibility and adaptability, the students and experts

agreed that the the central entry point within the modeling tool

(Figure 7) supported an iterative development and can be applied

specifically for the current problem within the project. The students

reported that they started modeling within the problem space based

on their initial project outline, and, after continuing on days 2 and 3

with the validation system and product modeling, they often jumped

back into the problem space to discuss use cases, scenarios and related

stakeholder requirements.

One of the experts mentioned, that the problem space modeling

is usually done by the OEM, and the missing information is often

exchanged informally based on requests of the supplier.With explicitly

capturing this information with the help of context diagrams, use cases

and scenarios, they agreed that this is beneficial to support a goal ori-

entedmodeling, especially for thevalidation systemmodeling including

the definition of validation goals and test scenarios.

5.5.4 Usability of the modeling tool

The usability was considered as positive. The students stated that

the structuring of activities helped to find what modeling task should

be executed. Since the experts did not use the modeling tool exten-

sively, they could say little about the usability. Regarding the provided

template and the different functionalities of the modeling tool some

students reported that more training would be necessary. One expert

mentioned that structuring activities within the tool, as depicted in

Figure 7, can enhance applicability. Furthermore, it was confirmed that

the available block diagrams, tree structures, and textual descriptions

can be easily utilized.

5.5.5 Appropriate level of formalization and
ontology to support (and not hinder) communication
among users

Overall, students and experts agreed that the degree of formalization

and ontology supported the communication within the three project

teams, or can support the communication within engineering teams

respectively. Also for the communication with external development

partners, themajority of respondents agreed that the resulting system

model can be used for communication. Within the student projects,

the students quickly adapted the methodology and used the ontology

elements actively to discuss the current modeling problem. Especially

the validation system modeling and the concept of test-driven system

requirements modeling was extensively applied with the results being

used for discussions within the teams. Consequently, they answered

the statement positively.

However, the experts could not say if the elements of the ontology

would actively be used within engineering teams for the communica-

tion within and across teams. They stated that the application needs to

be investigated in several and larger projects.

For the scenario-based modeling, students and experts agreed that

this way of modeling within the problem space and for the modeling

of system requirements fostered or can foster the coordination on

expected system behavior within the teams.

5.5.6 Benefit-cost/effort ratio of applying the
methodology

The majority responded that the effort can be kept reasonable in rela-

tion to the overall project. However, according to the experts, this

strongly depends on the project size as already mentioned above. For

large projects, the ability to derive specification as shown in Figure 11

and Figure 12 is seen as beneficial, where for small projects the

modeling effort is seen as to high.

5.5.7 Problem orientation and modeling depth

The students and one expert fully agreed that the test-driven approach

with the early definition of validation concerns and validation goals,

leading to a test-driven development of system requirements, were

helpful to decide what needs to be modeled and to which extend. The

statement regarding the application of our model-based requirements

specification technique goes in the same direction.Most of the respon-

dents fully agreed that the test-driven modeling led to clearly defined

systems requirements that addressed the identified problem.
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5.6 Discussion

The connectivity of current automotive systems leads to often chang-

ing stakeholder requirements.22 For practitioners it is challenging to

systematically analyze and specify system requirements when the

environment and interconnected systems change during development

time (cf. Section 2.4), which leads to changing stakeholder request and

consequently to an iterative systemdevelopment.3 Given this practical

challenge, this work addresses how complete and consistent require-

ment and test specifications can be created, when considering an

iterative development and the demands of automotive development

standards (a.o. traceability and verifiability of requirements in a plan-

driven and stage-gate oriented development process, cf. Sections 2.2

and 2.3).

Based on the findings that challenges in requirements engineering

and verification & validation are predominantly investigated sepa-

rately inboth researchandpractice,69,70 this article is basedon the idea

of integratively analyzing and specifying requirements and tests.

Considering that many model-based attempts have been made in

the field of requirements and test specification, but the adaption in

industry is relatively low,9 our contribution focuses on a application-

oriented technique.

According to existing MBSE approaches (cf. Section 3.3), our tech-

nique (Section 4) is based on a central system model combined

with scenario-based modeling techniques and suitable automation

approaches (cf. Section 3.2).

To investigate the feasibility of our approach, we applied our tech-

nique at our industry partner and within student projects. Besides

the detailed feedback summarized in Table 2, one key insight is that

despite the overall complexity of the method and the modeling lan-

guage used, the students were successfully able to realize and present

their individual projectswithin only 1week ofwork andwithout expert

knowledge. One reason for this may be the implementation of the cen-

tral entry point for all modeling activities (see Figure 7), which provides

orientation, and combinedwith the connected systemviews covers the

complexity of dependencies within the system model (see categories

perceived performance of individual users, intuitiveness of applicability and

appropriate level of formalization and ontology to support communication

among users in Table 2).

From an industry perspective the responses for the category prob-

lem orientation and modeling depth provides valuable insights. When

modeling complex systems, it is often challenging to decide what to

model and to which extend. Since our technique follows a test-driven

approach combined with the explicit definition of validation concerns

and validation goals, we guide the modeling activities and ensure

that the modeled system requirements are traceable to a validation

and hence stakeholder concern. Although it is possible to model the

system behavior in-depth using the applied modeling language, the

iterative modeling method TDSS combined with the related system

views (Figures 11 and 12) supports the systems engineer in iteratively

deciding what needs to be modeled next. The related statements to

the category problem orientation and modeling depth were answered

very positive.

Despite the overall positive feedback, there is a continued need

for application, validation, and adaptation of the approach in complex

development projects.While the implementedexample is basedon real

requirements of a complex function, the resources and time available

within a research project are not sufficient to address all the details

that arise in real development projects. With the artifacts provided

in this5 and previous work,10,11,13,18 we encourage others to imple-

ment, adapt and further evaluate the presented technique for different

development situations.

6 CLOSING AND NEXT STEPS

Following the DSR paradigm, we integrated different techniques and

concepts and designed and applied a new DSR artifact at a Tier1

supplier company to address a practical problem: the specification

of system requirements and tests for complex automotive systems.

It is obvious that the individual techniques are studied comprehen-

sively and in depth in individual research directions (cf. scenario-based

modeling48 or validation-focused MBSE18). However, none of these

works alone is able to solve the identified practical problem. The con-

tribution of this work is the integration of the single concepts to arrive

at complete and consistent requirements and test specifications in

an iterative development context, which is driven by changing stake-

holder requests. By the combination of recent research results as part

of the MoSyS research project, we found the the new DSR artifact

extends our previous work and finally can be applied beneficially in a

realworld context. Thenext steps focuson the roll-outof our technique

in different development projects.
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